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11) send an email to ycasupportyamaha.com with the activation code found in the license number column of the soft-elicenser, the cubase ai7 activation code found in the activation code column of the registration email, along with your mysteinberg account email address.
5 1/9/14 i "bought" cubase le5 from you guys few months ago. there's no more information from steinberg regarding activation and the licensing. not even an e-mail - that would make me happy. i have the "cubase_le5_mac_33754_up_33754_32bit.sh" (don't know if this a
good way of seeing the serial. it looks like "8250-5124-xxxx" "26-02-08") program settings only have 5 tabs - there's no elicenser. there's no cubase le5.sh file anywhere, no way to "load" it. i was able to run the demo version of cubase le5 (trial version) - so i don't have a
license. if i try to find it, i can only download the version that i have. it's quite confusing. can you help? i have a license for steinberg and my serial number on the elicenser is xxx-xx-xxxx this serial on my elicenser is xxx-xx-xxxx the serial number on my cubase version is

5213-8766-xxxx how to find my license serial number on my elicenser? hi, i have purchased cubase from you guys and and i got the serial number for cubase ai licenses (i think it's 5215-xx-xx-xxxx) i get lots of email messages that i should send my activation codes but i do
not have them because my elicenser does not recognize that i have purchased cubase. i am really confused about how to get the codes and i can not find them anywhere. i have to send this information to my music publisher but i can not seem to find the answers. if you

could help me i would greatly appreciate it.
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once you have registered your cubase le software, you can download and install the software you need to use your software licenses. for this example we have used cubase le and a licensed copy of cubase vst 3, available at the steinberg online shop. when you first open
the ilok license manager application, a welcome screen will appear with a link to online registration for your ilok license manager account and information about your activation code. when you access the ilok registration website, click the link for your license manager and

follow the prompts to create an ilok account, confirm your email address and the activation code, and provide your account information. the cubase download access code will be generated. enter the download access code on the cubase vst 3 software to complete
activation. if youre unable to find the download access code, skip to step 7. go back to the cubase main page and download your software. the download is complete. are you ready to use your new cubase le application? to start cubase, open the cubase application and then
click the i’m ready! link, located in the top right of the cubase main window. you will then be prompted to enter the activation code. enter the code once you’ve confirmed that the cubase software is loaded properly. the next screen will give you some instructions if the code

isn’t recognized. if you see this message, click the i don’t know what this means button and enter your license manager activation code. the ilok license manager will ask if you have already registered for an ilok account. answer “no” to continue. 5ec8ef588b
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